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Fresh Tastes

Award-winning cookbook author Lee Clayton Roper
presents Fresh Tastes, a follow-up to her critically
acclaimed A Well-Seasoned Kitchen. Lee has gathered
a unique collection of more than 170 recipes that
showcase how fresh ingredients and new ideas can
combine to deliver memorable meals. From delectable
appetizers and creative salads to impressive main courses
and luscious desserts, Lee serves up extraordinarily
flavorful dishes guaranteed to please all palates.
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by L E E C L AY T O N R O P E R

ton Roper’s follow up to her award winning cookbook,
en, is simply terrific. A highly curated collection of recipes,
irations, this cookbook offers the home gourmet the keys
with dishes that are easy to prepare, beautiful to serve,
nds and family every time.”
— Pat Miller, Denver’s Gabby Gourmet

Fans of A Well-Seasoned Kitchen will recall that Lee’s
love of cooking and entertaining was first inspired
by her mother Sally Clayton. In Fresh Tastes, the
motivation to create exciting new dishes and flavor
profiles comes from her own kitchen — influenced
by people and places that have enriched her life.
This cookbook epitomizes her culinary tastes, balancing
an innovative approach with uncomplicated preparation
techniques. Sophisticated in flavor and beautiful to
present, the recipes in Fresh Tastes are prepared with the
best, readily available ingredients designed to maximize
flavor. Drawing from her decades of experience, Lee
delivers helpful advice on what is best for the dish,
the flavor and the cook, taking into account such
essential variables as seasonality and availability.
Sometimes a can of organic tomatoes adds more flavor
than an out-of-season fresh one. Recipes included
in Fresh Tastes were tested by a multitude of home
cooks from across the country with varying levels of
expertise, appliances and even at different altitudes.

s tied closely to her love of cooking, entertaining, family,
eautiful book, Lee shares her passion through personal
captivating photographs, and delectable recipes with
ents. A must-have in every home cook’s library!”
blic Television Chef, Executive Producer, Cookbook Author

o a dinner fit for guests, Lee Clayton Roper’s recipes are
approachable for home cooks of all tastes and skills.”
Kimberly Lord Stewart, Denver Life Magazine food editor,
and author of Eating Between the Lines

kbook author Lee Clayton Roper is the latest gem in
itchen collection. While I boast a large cookbook library,
bout which books earn a coveted spot. Lee’s beautiful
ke the cut, as her delicious recipes are perfect for both
al weeknight meals.”
enny Hartin, creator and founder of The Cookbook Junkies,
www.cookbookjunkies.com

Lee takes the “complicated” out of timeless classics and
presents them with a fresh, innovative twist. Among the
173 easy-to-follow recipes and 83 color photographs that
bring them to life are inventive presentations for Coq
au Vin and Bouillabaisse designed to deliver the “wow”
factor. 42 indispensable detailed cooking tips (many with
accompanying photos) empower readers to expand their
culinary horizons with unique and creative ways to cook
and entertain. Learn how easy it is to keep brown sugar
fresh, prevent a piecrust from becoming soggy, butterfly a
chicken breast or create a menu for your next dinner party.

d Kitchen came out a couple of years ago, it quickly
rite. I have no doubt that Fresh Tastes will take its place
nal.”
— Amanda M. Faison, Food Editor, 5280 Magazine
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CREATIVE COOKING. We’ve all found ourselves flipping through a particularly personal cookbook
and wondered about the author’s own kitchen. Well, Lee Clayton Roper (seasonedkitchen.com)
invited us into her recently remodeled “well-seasoned kitchen”—the title of her first book of recipes—
on the occasion of the publication of her follow-up tome “Fresh Tastes.” Her main requests were for
more space—both storage and prep—and ease of entertaining. The reconfigured space includes
an “appliance garage” in which to park the toaster, mixer and more and a CoolDrawer from Fisher &
Paykel (fisherpaykel.com), which can be a fridge, freezer or wine cooler at the touch of a button.
The cabinets are painted white alder, and the countertops are Brazilian quartzite, which looks like
marble but functions like granite.
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Fresh, flavorful and inspired, this collection of handselected recipes in Fresh Tastes transcends the kitchen,
reminding us all that every meal can and should
be a simple yet sophisticated celebration of life.
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Kitchen design/architecture by Angela Otten and Bob Cilli
William Ohs, 115 Madison St., 303.321.3232,
wmohs.com.
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